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First Session of the Statistical Commission for Africa (StatCom-Africa) held at
ECA calls for a new focus on statistics as part of the enabling environment for

development
 

21 January 2008 (ECA) - The first meeting of the new Statistical Commission for Africa (StatCom-Africa) opened at the United
Nations Economic Commission for Africa in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia on Monday 21 January. In his opening address to the meeting,
United Nations Under-Secretary General and Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa (ECA), Mr. Abdoulie
Janneh, said StatCom-Africa was the culmination of a long process of revamping the statistical function at ECA. He said StatCom
Africa was established as an ECA subsidiary body, which would oversee the statistical function at the Commission.

Mr. Janneh noted the recent increase in demand for timely and accurate statistical information by policy makers to guide them in
decision-making and said this has created new challenges and opportunities for African statisticians to respond to. He said: “The
agenda of this first meeting of StatCom –Africa aims to bring attention a number of important issues in the framework of the
renewed statistical function at the ECA, the partnerships that have been established among major regional institutions, and the
new focus on statistics as part of the enabling environment for national and international development.”

He then paid tribute to Professor Ben Kiregyera, the director of ECA's African Centre for Statistics, for his vision, energy and
leadership in the process of revitalising the statistics function at ECA.

Delivering the keynote address to the meeting, Mr. Gilberto Cavillo, the chairperson of the United Nations Statistical Commission
and President of the National Institute of Statistics, Geography and Data Processing in Mexico (INEGI), congratulated StatCom
Africa taking on the challenge of building a true African statistical system, and said the UN statistical division will collaborate closely
in meeting these challenges. He said a cornerstone of the global statistical system is the strong sense of community and
professional ethics, which is enshrined in principles of UN statistical commission. He then gave examples of lessons learnt from
statistical commission in Europe and South America, which can help guide the work of StatCom Africa.

“The Conference of European Statistician has been active for over 50 years – supported by the Economic Commission for
Europe… and its agenda covers the broad range of all statistical sectors.” Citing its long history in developing regional standards,
Mr Cavillo said a key to this success is “ electing a very active bureau that meets twice a year to follow up on decision of the
conference to ensure continuity, and that each session agenda includes two topical seminars where a number of technical papers
are presented for deep discussions.”

He listed some of the important challenges ahead, including establishing StatCom as the authoritative reference point for statistical
matters in Africa, and called on all partners to work with the new body as the first point of call for statistical matters in Africa. He
added that it was crucial that ECA continues to shepherd the new commission to ensure its long-term viability. He also paid tribute
to the strong leadership of Mr. Janneh that helped launch StatCom Africa.

In a statement delivered on his behalf by Charles Lufumpa, director of the statistics department at the African Development Bank;
Mr Louis Kasekende, the chief economist of the African Development Bank (AfDB), expressed his gratitude to ECA for making
StatCom Africa a reality. He said AfDB is convinced that sound statistics represent a key weapon in battle against poverty, and is
therefore committed to developing the statistical capacities in its member States.

He welcome efforts played by partners and countries to improve statistical capacity in the region, but cautioned against the
increasing trend of aid fragmentation and earmarking of aid, which is leading to higher transaction costs for countries and reduced
effectiveness on the ground. He urged all stakeholders to support country owned programmes, which provides essential platform
for aligning funding with global priorities and national system. Countries should also make allocation for resources – donor
resources only used to supplement national efforts.

The StatCom-Africa meeting will run from Monday 21 January to Wednesday 23 January, and will be followed a meeting of the
Forum for Statistical Development in Africa (FASDEV), which takes place on Thursday 24 January.
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